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Reminiscences: Rememberances and stories told through dance, voice and rhythm

Artists
Manjari Chaturvedi – Darbari Kathak
Reza Karfar – Persian Percussions
Uday Bhawalkar – Dhrupad Exponent

Time Duration
2 hours 30 minutes

Attendance
Over 500 guests attended by invitation

Guest of Honour
Shri Dinesh Trivedi, Former Railway Minister
Shri Vinod Kapoor, Music Connoisseur
Compere for the evening
Ms. Madhukankana Roy
The concert began with the lighting of the Shama. The Guest of Honor for the evening, Shri Dinesh Trivedi, Former Minister,
Ministry of Railway and Shri Vinod Kapoor Music Connoisseur lit the Shama as a symbol of tribute to the Almighty. The compere
for evening introduced Sufi Kathak Foundation. She welcomed all guests and thanked our Guest of Honor for their presence and
our sponsors Bharti Airtel Limited and Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR) for their kind support.

About the Concert: “Reminiscences – Remembrances and stories told through dance,
voice and rhythm”
This concert the unique initiative by Sufi Kathak Foundation for the Remembrances
and stories were told through dance, voice and rhythms .
Through this concert Sufi Kathak Foundation has relived the Courtesan, remembered
the Almighty and the Guru through Dance, Voice and Rhythm, experienced words…
syllable… and sound, till all merged and nothingness remained.
Concert featured Manjari Chaturvedi, who relived the remembrances of love of a
courtesan. Manjari through her dance nuances recreated the Awadhi darbar. The
poetic words of love explored through darbari kathak dance.
The evening started with Darbari Kathak by Manjari on the Ghazal “Firdaus –e-husn

o ishq hai daaman e lucknow, Aakhon mein bas rahi hai ghazal khwar lucknow” which left the audience awestruck, as she relived the
sheer beauty of remembrances of love of a courtesan. The performance was further enhanced when Manjari Chaturvedi performed
on Sajan lagi tori lagan, awal shab who bazm ki raunak, deewana

banana hai to deeewana bana de and so on.. which led to the
uninterrupted applause from the audience in each and every sequence
performed afterwards.
The second sequence was performed by percussionist and musician
Reza Karfar, in remembrances of the Almighty, Zikr by the rhythmic
sound of the percussions Tombak and Daff which lead audience to
nothingness where only the beauty of sound exists and has created an
essence of void and of desires unfulfilled.
In final sequence the remeberances for the guru was explored through dhrupad by one of the leading and a brilliant artist of
Dhrupad Exponent Shri Uday Bhawalkar.
At the end of the concert, President of Sufi Kathak
Foundation Ms. Manjari Chaturvedi thanked all the
Artists and felicitated them with the shawls and also
thanked our Sponsors, Bharti Airtel Limited and
Indian Council of Cultural Relations for their
valuable support. She also mention special thanks to
our Guest of Honor Shri Dinesh Trivedi and Shri
Vinod Kapoor for lighting the lamp.

About Artists:
Manjari Chaturvedi:
Manjari Chaturvedi the founder President of Sufi Kathak Foundation is a leading exponent of
the Indian classical dance and is acclaimed for being the creator and only performing artist of
Sufi Kathak. She has combined the mysticism of Sufi traditions with classical Indian dance to
create a stunning new school of performance called Sufi Kathak. Manjari has performed in
more than 200 concerts all over the world including Europe (France, Germany, Portugal, Italy,
Austria, Switzerland, U.K. & Ireland), the Middle East (Dubai, Bahrain, Abu Dhabi, Qatar,
Kuwait), South East Asia (Singapore, Malaysia, Sri Lanka) and Central Asia (Turkmenistan,
Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan) along with Australia and America. The Darbari Kathak
also known as Kathak of Lucknow Gharana, is characterized by lovely costumes, and is famous
for its delicate nuances of expressiveness, alluring
grace in movements, eloquent gat bhav and its unique abhinaya to the accompaniment of lilting
thumri’s, ghazals and holis, which was patronized in the opulant darbars of Nawabs of Awadh.
The evening of the festival was embraced with the two renowned artists Shri Reza Karfar (Persian
Percussionist) and a Dhrupad Exponent Shri Uday Bhawalkar.
Reza Karfar: Reza Karfar is freelance architect, percussionist and photographer from Tehran-Iran.
Reza plays Tombak and Daff and teaches different percussions. He started his Tombak classes when
he was 13 year old, he continued learning tombak by Ustad Mohommad A.G. Godsi, Who is the
student of 3 Iranian Tombak Master player Bahman Rajabi, Amir Nasir Eftetah and Mohd Ismaili.
Uday Bhawalkar: Uday Bhawalkar is a standard bearer for Dhrupad, and a strong force in its growing recognition and popularity. Uday
believes that in total immersion in note and raga the self disappears, and music takes on its
own existence - The principle of ‘darshan’. These values are helping him on the path of devotion
to Dhrupad. Uday has also received prestigious awards including the Kumar Gandharva

Samman given by the Chief Minister of Madhya Pradesh (2001) and the Raza Foundation
Award (2007) given personally by S.H. Raza the famous painter.
Sufi Kathak Foundation:
The Sufi Kathak Foundation is a non-profit registered society (Regd. 61883, exempt from tax
under section 80g and 12A), founded by Manjari Chaturvedi, to create awareness about India’s
intangible heritage in music and dance and preserve the gradually fading 700 year Sufi
Traditions in Music. SKF has organized more than 12 concerts in last 5 years and is been associated with 219 artists from all over India. SKF
aims to create a world of cultural unity, by spreading the secular message of the Sufis and also help in initiating children and orienting the
youth to become self-employed through arts - dance and music. It provides assistance and support to needy artists and students by giving
scholarships, pensions and medical support, in order to enable them to pursue classical music and dance. In last 5 years SKF has supported
around 14 musicians and keen learners under the various Schemes offered by it. SKF seeks to evolve a humanist outlook and create centers,
organize training classes, workshops and musical concerts to promote Sufi music, Qawwali, Sufi Kathak, and folk & classical dance across the
world.

Reminiscences: Rememberances and stories told through dance, voice and rhythm
Audience Response
Enchanting Reminiscences ...
Mesmerizing Manjariji ...
Pulsating Reza ... soulstirring Uday ... sheer bliss ...
many many thanks Sufi
Kathak Foundation
Neena

An eternal bliss....how i
admire you Manjari
ji....you are charming in
every way...
Suraiya


Wonderful
performance...just
mesmerized
Ankita
Meena Kumari re-born. .. Geeta



What a spellbound
performance it was
yesterday...
Ashok

Great performance; thank you
for inviting us! Alexis
What a awesome experience. ..
just love it..... Anandhi
Behad shandar show. Badhai!
Damini

What an awesome
performance much enjoyed
it and the drupad was
extraordinary.
Congratulations
Hema

You excel ! Wonderful evening;
thank you. Uday Bhawalkar
was excellent. Regards.
Alex

Amazing. ..never
seen some thing
like this ...could
not leave early
..it was so good.
..
Dinesh

Media Response:
The concert generated wonderful media response with the leading newspapers like Deccan Herald and
Millennium Post giving their stories. This reaffirmed our faith in doing these unusual projects which
appeal to both the audiences and media.
Deccan Herald- 27th November 2013

Millenium Post -23rd November 2013

The Sponsors
The concert has been made possible with the kind contribution and support of our sponsors and partners. Our
contributors and sponsors are the backbone of any event organized by the Sufi Kathak Foundation. By contributing to
Sufi Kathak Foundation, their support is directed towards the preservation of centuries old traditional arts and culture
that we at Sufi Kathak Foundation, strive to preserve in their original form and ensure its continuity for the future
generations of this country and the world.
Our sponsors for this concert include:

Sponsored by

Bharti Airtel Limited, New Delhi

Venue Support by

Indian Council for Cultural Relations

Event organized & managed by:

Sufi Kathak Foundation
J-237, Basement, Saket,
New Delhi- 110017
Phone: 011-41764860, +91 9871310119
sufikathakfoundation@gmail.com
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